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INTRODUCTION 

 

CGS SpA (Compagnia Generale per lo Spazio SpA, formerly Carlo Gavazzi Space SpA), INAF (Istituto Nazionale di 

Astrofisica), DM Dipartimento di Matematica Università di Pisa) and IFAC-CNR (Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche - 

Istituto di Fisica Applicata “Nello Carrara”), constitute an Italian Group focused on the Space Surveillance thematic. 

The group is now studying, in the frame of the ESA TELAD CO-V Telescope Analysis and Design Program, an 

enhanced optical instrument based on an innovative Fly-Eye architecture and a core of key technologies, with advanced 

performances. This technology is developed to make available a common optical instrument for survey and follow-up 

of the GEO, MEO and high LEO orbital belts, as well as for the observation of NEO objects. The TELAD innovative 

telescope is designed with a one meter equivalent aperture and covers a 45 square degrees field of view with a pixel 

scale of 1.5 arc.sec. for a total 256 Mpix image size. Further, the application of the Fly-Eye concept lead to the design 

of a compact instrument, suitable for fast dynamics and very precise positioning. The Group, through the development 

of the previous ESA SARA SSA program has evidenced and analyzed the fundamental key elements necessary for the 

design and development of a successful optical observatory network. It was taken in consideration the most demanding 

case of high LEO observations, by developing a very detailed and realistic simulation. This way it was possible to 

demonstrate that the designed optical network, based on the enhanced Fly-Eye telescope, satisfies both present and 

upgradable SSA Customer Requirements. It was also demonstrated the capability to tightly cooperate with a Radar 

based complementary network. In this work it is discussed how the enhanced dynamic capabilities, which are offered by 

the TELAD debris telescope, allow to implement novel observation strategies which greatly improve the overall optical 

network performances. This work describes in particular the observation strategies developed on the basis of a dynamic 

fence of optical sensors concept. The main advantages offered by this approach are analyzed and compared with more 

traditional configurations, based on a static fence observation strategy, outlining the importance represented by the 

innovative optical core technologies developed for the achievement of the SSA requirements. 

 

 



RATIONAL 

 

The large number of debris around Earth is a risk for the operative satellites and space vehicles safety. So it is very 

important to monitor space debris with different methods and to know their orbits in order to prevent collisions [1]. 

Once the requirements concerning the development of debris catalogues (even from a cold start) for effective collision 

avoidance are defined, it is necessary to preliminarily estimate which objects, and of which dimensions, will be 

observed at different altitudes. For debris observations radar and optical stations are envisaged. The classical approach 

is to use radar observations for low altitude debris and optical observations for high altitude debris. Low Earth Orbits, 

(LEO), is the application requiring the most stringent performances, and the introduction of optical based observation 

stations, can be effective in meeting Space Situational Awareness (SSA) requirements to contain the costs, implied by 

the implementation and maintenance of very high power and huge radar systems [2][3]. In this view, in the SARA 

Project [4] we implemented a detailed study to identify and validate an alternative approach based on a mixed solution 

constituted by a ground based radar sensor and a ground based network of optical sensors. In particular the requirements 

and the performances of an optical sensor based observation network for the survey and tracking of Low Earth Orbit 

(LEO) orbiting objects were investigated in detail. It must be emphasized that, due to the high speed of the objects 

residing in it and a whole series of conditions which are described in the followings, the LEO orbital belt represents the 

most demanding case concerning Optical Observations. From the outcomes of the SARA projects, it was evidenced that 

the optical sensors, so far used to Medium Earth Orbits (MEO), High Elliptical Orbits (HEO), Geostationary Orbits 

(GEO) and Near Earth Objects (NEO) observations, can offer good performances-versus-costs ratio, also for the higher 

part of the LEO zone. The advantage of the optical solution comes from several considerations. Starting from the basic 

principles of radar and optical observations the characteristics of a network of sensors using optical methods can be 

understood only taking into account the fundamental differences produced by the physics of the observation process. 

The main physical difference between radar observations and optical observations is not only limited to the wavelength 

of the received signal, but rather in the type of illumination of the observed object. In the radar sensor the target is 

actively illuminated by the radar signals, whereas an optical sensor is based, on the contrary, on the passive reception of 

light scattered from the object illuminated by the Sun. The advantage of optical observations is precisely in the 

possibility of exploiting the abundant radiation provided for free by the Sun. In particular the performances advantage 

of optical based sensors arises from the fact that the intensity of illumination of the receiving surface is inversely 

proportional to the square of the distance between the target and the optical observer, whereas for radar technology this 

is proportional to the inverse of the fourth power of the distance. Further, an optical sensor detects a signal characterized 

by an energy density, per unit cross section area, immensely superior to the one achievable even with the most powerful 

conceivable radar system. On the other hand, optical observations suffer other limitations, also resulting from the 

physics of the observation process. Because the source of light illuminating the debris is the Sun, an essential 

requirement is that the object is outside the shadow cone of the Earth. Moreover, the optical ground sensor cannot 

operate unless the ground station is inside the same shadow cone and the object elevation needs to be greater than a 

fixed value, such as 15 degrees, allowing for a reasonable air mass, avoiding unacceptable signal degradation. Last but 

not least, there are meteorological constraints in that a simple cloud cover is sufficient to prevent any optical 

observation. These limitations must be joined to the effect of the Earth's surface curvature. In essence the effectiveness 

of the optical methods, when compared to radar observation methodologies, increases  as the object distance grows, due 

to the fact that the received signal S is proportional to 
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where d is the diameter of the object, D is the diameter of the photon collecting area in the telescope (unobstructed 

equivalent) and r is the object distance, which can be much more than the object altitude h. A further element to be 

considered is the trailing loss (i.e. the effect of the spread of the object signal on a pixel row rather than on a single 

pixel) due to the object speed, which increases as the object height decreases. This element, joined to equation (1), 

implies that the minimum observable diameter dmin grows as a function of the object distance [4], for the same diameter 

D of the telescope. To decrease dmin the only option, besides an expensive increase of the telescope diameter, is to 

increase the exposure time. However this requires software technologies for image processing which are far from 

obvious, given the very fast rates of apparent motion of LEO objects. All the above described concepts clearly indicate 

that for a successful implementation of the most efficient optical network, a well defined observation strategy must be 

adopted, taking into account the restricted conditions in which the observation of the objects is possible (observability 

conditions) but also produces significant results by exploiting the situations where the maximum achievable Signal to 

Noise Ratio (SNR) values are verified (detectability condition) [4]. 

 

 



NETWORK ARCHITECTURE 

 

The above described conditions on sunlight are quite restrictive. In fact the orbiting objects all over the sky are 

illuminated only immediately after sunset and immediately before sunrise. The best conditions to observe objects, 

resulting in a maximum achievable SNR of the correspondingly detected signal, is to do it at as much smaller phase 

angles as possible. This condition is satisfied during a restricted temporal interval just after sunset and before sunrise. 

Very small objects, down to some centimeters in diameter, are detectable only when they pass very close to the Earth 

shadow border, at minimal phase angle, hence during the small observability window after sunset or before sunrise. 

These conditions clearly show that, to obtain good performances, it is very critical to begin operations as soon as the 

Sky is dark enough to avoid background saturation of the images and, conversely, to stop operations as late as possible. 

By combining the orbital geometry of passages above the observatory station with the no shadow condition, it is also 

possible to have objects which are unobservable from any nearly equatorial station, at least for the time lapse required 

by the precession of the orbit to change the angle between the orbit plane and the direction to the Sun. The first 

constraints to the network architecture arise from geometrical limitations due to the horizon. An orbiting object at a 

given altitude h (using for example a value h = 1400 km, where a population peak is present in accordance to the 

MASTER 20XX Population Models [5]) is visible only up to a given distance from a given station, beyond which the 

object is necessarily below the horizon. In practice the object is required to be above a minimum elevation, with 15 deg 

being a reasonable value. For an object at h=1400 km, the distance to the object is thus limited to about 3100 km, and 

the distance to the ground-track of the object to about 2500 km (see Fig. 1a)). 

 

 
a)                                                                     b) 

Fig. 1. Object Distance to Orbit and Ground-track distance, a) Number of passes above the required altitude as seen 

from a given observing station at low latitudes of a typical LEO object, b) 

 

The second consideration concerns the object ground-track (its orbit projection on the Earth surface) when passing 

near an observing station. For the representative case h = 1400 km, Fig. 1 b) shows the ground track for a nearly circular 

orbit with inclination of 60 degrees, and the maximum ground-track range (green circle) observed by an equatorial 

station. Fig. 1 b) also shows that a LEO orbiting object typically has four passes/day above the required altitude as seen 

from a given observing station at low latitudes. The condition on sunlight is quite restrictive: the orbiting objects are 

fully illuminated in all directions only immediately after sunset and immediately before sunrise. Fig. 2 shows the 

shadow cone for a nearly tropical station (latitude 27 N), in a season near the equinox, at the local time of h19 and for 

an equatorial station at local time h20 on Jan 1st . Similarly, for a station at medium latitudes (50 deg.) during winter and 

summer, the situation depicted by the plots of Fig. 3 is verified. In the graphs reported in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, the black and 

red lines represent the Earth shadow border at 1400 km above ground; they are actually the borders of umbra and 

penumbra. The Earth shadow region, which is the “forbidden” region, is gray. The blue circles represent the iso-

elevation regions of the sky above the horizon, being the most external one the horizon of the location. The center of the 

plot is the local zenith. The colored lines (30, 60, 90 and 120) represent the iso-phase curves for objects at 1400 km 

above ground, that is the regions in the sky where objects orbiting at 1400 km above ground have a specific phase 

angle. The graphs reported in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show that the regions where the phase angles are smaller are very close 

to the Earth shadow border. The best conditions to observe objects at as much smaller phase angles as possible are 

during the minutes just after sunset or before sunrise. Very small objects, down to some centimeters, are detectable only 

when they pass very close to the Earth shadow border and during the small observability window after sunset or before 



sunrise. It is very critical to begin operations as soon as the sky is dark enough to avoid background saturation of the 

images and, conversely, to stop operations as late as possible. It is clear that, by combining the orbital geometry of 

passages above the station with the no shadow condition it is possible to verify objects which are unobservable from 

any nearly equatorial station. As already anticipated, the time interval, during which such objects are unobservable, lasts 

until the precession of the orbit, due to Earth's oblateness of about 5 deg/day (for h=1400 km), produces a sufficient 

change in the angle formed by the orbit plane and the direction to the Sun. On the other hand the meteorological 

constraints can be handled by previewing multiple opportunities of observations from stations at different longitudes, 

one another located far enough to have low meteorological correlation. 

 

 
a)                                                                     b) 

Fig. 2. Sky and Earth Shadow for a tropical station (lat. 27 deg) at local time h19 for March 20th, a) and Sky and Earth 

shadow for an equatorial station at local time h20 on Jan 1st, b) 

 
a)                                                                     b) 

Fig. 3. Sky and Earth shadow for a medium latitude (50 deg) station. Local time h18 on Jan 1st, a) and Sky and Earth 

shadow for a medium latitude (50 deg) station. Local time h22 on Jun 29th, b) 

 

From these considerations we can draw the conclusions that multiple stations at low latitude, namely 3 to 4, are 

required, together with some high latitude stations. Although each high inclination object can be observed by both high 

latitude North stations and high latitude South stations, it must be considered that when the northern hemisphere is in 

summer the high latitude stations have almost no dark nights, and vice versa. Hence to guarantee a good coverage 

during all seasons both North and South high latitude stations are required. From the above reported figures it is easy to 

see that the larger the latitude, the smaller the obstruction to observability due to the shadow cone. However, higher 

latitude (both South and North) implies less hours of darkness in summer but worst weather in winter, hence implying a 

trade off, which favors intermediate latitude stations (somewhere between 50 and 40 degrees both North and South). In 

summary, the most effective observing strategy depends on the location and on the season, as the following parameters 

must be taken into account: 

• darkness during operations, 

• minimum elevation of 15 degrees, 

• minimum distance from Moon of 15-20 degrees (depends on some local and temporary constraints such as 

civil light pollution, humidity, and so on), 

• minimum distance of 10-15 degrees from galactic plane to avoid crowded fields, 



• avoid the Earth shadow, 

• prioritize those fields with lower phase angles to maximize the detections of small debris, that is prioritize 

those regions of the Sky close to the Earth shadow border. 

 
DYNAMIC FENCE OBSERVATION CONCEPT 

 

The concept of dynamic observation of the Sky, based on the identification of an angular strip of Sky (Fence), where 

the telescopes observe, positioned at a proper angle (e.g. declination) and developing along the other celestial 

coordinate (e.g. right ascension), is based on the fact that the observatory telescopes cyclically scroll the defined Sky 

Fence. This operation is performed to intercept all the particles going through the observed Sky portion and 

characterized by orbital parameters compatible with the type of observation to be carried out. The Dynamic Fence 

performances were evaluated considering the optimal observability and detectability conditions: in particular a concept 

of “adaptive” observation is introduced, as described in the previous paragraphs, where the best phase angle is selected 

starting from the moment in which the station is in the condition to observe the Debris. To fix ideas, the mentioned 

fence was set to cover 147 degrees in the Right Ascension range and 14 degrees in the Declination range. In order to 

demonstrate the equivalence of a Dynamic Fence with a static Fence, a SW simulator in MATLAB environment was 

developed, emulating a fence of 147x14 square degrees covered by three identical telescopes each scanning a segment 

of 49x14 square degrees. The simulation is representative of the Field of View (FoV) of the reference debris telescope, 

(as described in the following paragraph and rounded off to 7x7 square degrees) and takes into account the typical 

operative conditions for the observation of the high LEO, that is a one second exposure time of the CCD modules joined 

to a re-positioning time of two seconds, during which the CCD image is read [4]. The strategy implemented in the 

simulator envisages a cyclical scan of the strip of Sky for a time period of 50.4 s, allowing the collection of 14 images 

with a 7x7 square degrees FoV, for a total covered field of 49x14 square degrees. For the high part of the LEO of 

interest, the observable particles with useful phase angle, typically show an angular velocity relative to the surface of 

the CCD, spanning between 300 arc.sec./s and 1000 arc.sec./s. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Simulator Overview  

 

Therefore, considering the worst case represented by the fastest particle (1000 arc.sec./s) with a crossing direction 

perpendicular to the fence border, one would register a minimum crossing time of 50.4 seconds to be compared with a 

telescope cycle time of 42 seconds (14x(1+2) s). Moreover, the actual fence, here represented for simplicity in a plane, 

lays in the reality on a sphere with the consequence that objects crossing it show the highest speed (1000 arc.sec./s) only 

in its central part. A selectable number of debris with a random distribution of both velocity and direction are generated 

in both hemi-screens (green dots represent objects placed in the higher part whereas blue dots represent objects placed 

in the lower one). The dynamic fence (represented by a scanning square area placed in the centre-of the screen) also 

shows whether the crossing moving particles are intercepted. Such event is represented by freezing the debris position 

and by consequently changing in orange color its representative point. The simulator picture reported in Fig. 4 shows 



the good optimization of this operative condition (3 telescopes) of such dynamic fence. In fact we experimentally 

verified the capability of observing more than 95% of the particles that were launched across it. Further simulations are 

in progress to assess the importance of different object parameters (e.g. speed direction and intensity distribution) and of 

different observation tactics. The advantages of the dynamic concept, when compared to a static configuration, are 

numerous not only because the number of needed telescopes is reduced by a factor between 7 and 8 as a function of the 

used strategy and tactics, but also because the dynamic positioning of the telescopes optimizes the observation and the 

particles are observed in the most efficient way. It is clear that a dynamic fence concept implies a reduced number of 

telescopes with respect to the number of fixed telescopes required to cover the same Sky area. Further with respect to a 

static barrier strategy the advantage is large. In fact, a debris located at 1400 km height and moving at a speed of 1000 

arcsec/s, crosses even the large field of view in > 24 s, and could be imaged more than eight times (in the case of static 

observations). Of these only three contain independent information, useful for the orbit determination. Hence the 

advantage in surveying capability when applying a dynamic strategy can be assessed by a factor > 8/3. The adaptive 

observation technique also offers the advantage to position the observation fence where the most favourable 

illumination conditions (minimal phase angle) are verified, hence hunting the objects in the portion of the Sky where 

their SNR is expected to be maximum. The dynamic character of the introduced fence allows the development of an 

efficient scheduling, joining both survey and tasking operations. In fact once a preliminary orbit is determined by means 

of advanced image processing [6] and orbit determination techniques [7][8][9], a refinement of the orbit can be obtained 

by switching one of the optical sensors to tasking mode. This way by following the object motion and keeping it nearly 

fixed in the image, an increase of the corresponding SNR by a factor T , (where T is the number of trailed pixels 

registered for the object in survey mode) can be obtained, with a consequent improvement in astrometric precision and 

orbit definition. This last point is of particular importance, remarking the need to implement optimised scheduling 

strategies, with combined survey and tracking operations. Finally it must be highlighted that, due to the restricted time 

interval during which high LEO observation are possible, the possibility to have dynamically operating sensors allows 

to dedicate them also for other orbital belts observations (particularly for NEO, GEO and NEO), for which the lasting 

part of the night is still useful, hence avoiding undesirable idle times. In summary the application of the dynamic fence 

offers the following main advantages: 

• an effective reduction of the needed telescope number, 

• the possibility to apply adaptive observation techniques, 

• the possibility to implement an efficient and sophisticated scheduling, combining both survey and tasking. 

 
IDEAL SSA MULTI APPLICATION INSTRUMENT 

 

The operating parameters reported in the previous paragraph and characterising the dynamic observation fence 

strategy must be translated in actual optical sensors offering the possibility to actually obtain the required enhanced 

dynamical performances. In this view, the design of the telescope, constituting the optical core of the instrument, (which 

is under development with the ESA TELAD project), was then focused to obtain the necessary resolution over the 

needed wide FoV of a suitable diameter primary mirror, to allow the collection of the amount of radiation energy which 

is suitable to detect debris objects in the specified magnitude range.  

 

 
Fig. 5. Pictorial view of the performances demonstrated by the SARA study 

 

In particular, SNR considerations evidenced that, to fulfill both actual and future SSA requirements in terms of 

minimum size detectable objects, a one meter equivalent aperture telescope is necessary, allowing to detect objects with 

the dimensions of a tennis ball orbiting at 1100km of height as depicted in Fig. 5, (a performance which was 



demonstrated as reachable by the SARA study [4]). For this purpose, an important concept was introduced, that greatly 

simplifies the overall optical design, namely the so called Fly-Eye (FY) structure. This concept has been proposed for 

the fabrication of Fast Cameras in Wide Field imaging for very large aperture telescopes by the INAF Institute [10]. 

The FY design consists in splitting the overall FoV in sub FoVs on which an array of corrector elements are placed, in 

form of arrayed small sized lenslets, so making easier the correction of aberrations. This way the apparatus has lower 

weight and size with respect to any focal reducer on prime focus station of the same performance, and can be located at 

stations that are more accessible and do not, in general, require complicated top end changes. Another fundamental 

advantage offered by this innovative telescope solution is that its design is modular in nature that allows for mass 

production, and is therefore cheaper to produce. Due to the modular nature, the performance of the FY considered as a 

whole is only limited by the performance of a single module. For example, a single unit only has to read a lot of small 

CCDs, maintaining a correlated fill factor (the portion of the observed FoV effectively accessed by the CCD sensor) 

equal to 1, rather than using a large buttable CCD array requiring parallel fast readout. In our case the overall FoV is 

split in four subFoVs, each of which is further divided in a 2x2 portions, hence allowing the application of a total 16 

4kx4k-CCD single chips, which are read in parallel by a corresponding number of dedicated processors, hence allowing 

very fast image read/out (two seconds red/out time are typical figures) while covering an overall 6.7°x6.7° square field. 

The resulting one meter aperture equivalent telescope is characterized by a two meter effective focal length, giving rise 

to a relatively fast optics ( F/# = 2). Following these characteristics, a Pixel Size of 15 µm was selected , corresponding 

to a Pixel Scale of c.a. 1.5 arc seconds, as needed [4]. Following the FY concept application, the optical design of the 

telescope indicated the possibility to achieve sub-pixel resolution over the required 6.7°x6.7° FoV as well as over the 

entire 0.48µm ÷ 1.05µm spectral range. Finally, an important element to be remarked is that the resulting overall 

telescope architecture results in a very compact and relatively light structure, (mainly due to the reduced size of the 

optical elements emerging from the application of the FY concept), which allows fast and precise motion and 

positioning as well as reduced conditioning requirements. 

 

  
a)                                                                     b) 

Fig. 6. Natural implementation of the FY concept, where a large FoV is obtained by dividing it in a certain number of 

sub-FoVs, a). Pictorial view of the debris telescope architecture, b) 

 

Following the above reported concepts concerning both the observation strategy and the instruments to implement it, 

an overall architecture scheme can be outlined as reported in  

 
Fig. 7. Optical Network Architecture and Commonalities 

 



The optical network architecture outlined in Fig. 7 can be extended to all SST and NEO segments of the SSA 

problematic, with the following commonalities: 

• LEO/HLEO: 7 optical stations each one with 3 telescopes with local Processing Centre.  

• MEO/GEO: 2 optical station each one with 2 telescope with local Processing Centre.  

• NEO: 3 optical stations each one with 2 telescopes with local Control Room. 

In the case of NEO/NEA survey and tracking segment, due to the different nature of the collected data a parallel 

Processing Centre is foreseen, with specifically defined data handling processing. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this paper we described the main characteristics of a fundamental item, a dynamic fence of optical sensors, 

necessary for the design, implementation and deployment of a high performance optical observation network, to 

complement ground radar systems, for SSA purposes. The attention was focussed on high-LEO orbits, representing the 

most stringent case for optical debris observations. The fundamental elements of the proposed dynamic fence are 

represented by a limited number of telescopes (namely three), rapidly scanning a wide portion of the Sky covering a 

147x14 square degrees overall field of view in a cycling time of 42s. The fundamental elements constituting the 

characteristics and dictating the constraints for the optical observations of LEO objects were analysed and a properly 

defined simulator of the dynamic fence was implemented. The simulation results showed that a very high percentage of 

debris object crossing the scanned Sky fence can be observed through this approach. The application of this concept 

offers various advantages with respect to a more conventional one, based on a static fence of telescopes, leading in 

particular to achieve the required performances by means of a reduced number of optical sensors. The principal 

advantages were analysed and described in detail, with a particular stress to the possibility offered by this observation 

strategy to implement an enhanced observation scheduling, mixing survey and tasking modes, with the application of 

the same optical sensors. Further, by means of a properly distributed optical observatory network, constituted by 

identical stations located at different latitudes to face all constraints imposed by the characteristics of the optical 

observations, one can effectively extend the standard defined for LEO to all other orbital belts. A particularly important 

element allowing the implementation of the dynamic optical fence is represented by a multi purpose enhanced wide eye 

telescope, expressly conceived and designed for its application to SSA problematic and based on the application of the 

so called Fly-Eye concept. Nevertheless it must be emphasized that to obtain the performances required by SSA, the 

dynamic fence concept here presented, represents only one of a whole series of fundamental items, studied in detail and 

described during the ESA SARA study, the synchronous application of which leads to a satisfactory achievement of the 

SSA requirements. 
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